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… it’s elementary, my dear Watson.

The Penning ionization process …
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PENNING IONIZATION



A* + M → (A…M)* → (A…M)+ + e-

A + M+ + e-

A + M+ + e-

A* + M

PENNING IONIZATION



Penning ionization

X* + Y→ X + Y+ + e- Penning Ionisation (PI)

X* + AB→ X + AB+ + e- Penning Ionisation (PI)

X* + Y→ XY+ + e- Associative Ionization (AI)

X* + AB→ XAB+ + e- Associative Ionization (AI)

He* + He→ He2
+ + e- Hornbeck-Molnar  process.

The process of PI was first postulated in 1927 by F.M. Penning 

Examples of studied processes are:

He* + Ar→ He + Ar+ + e-

Cs* + Cs→ Cs2
+ + e-

X* + Y→ X + Y* Excitation transfer (3a)

X* + AB→ X + AB* Excitation transfer (3b)

X* + AB→ X + A* + B Dissociative Exc. Trans. (4)

X* + AB→ X + A + B Collisional Dissociation. (5)

X* + AB→ X + A+ + B Diss.Ionization (6)

X* + Y→ X + Y Quenching ➔ Excitation transfer



Resonant processes 

Helium-neon laser:

He*(1s2s, 21S) + Ne(1S0)→ He(1S0) + Ne*(1P1)
Followed by 

Ne*(2p55s, 1P1)→ Ne*(2p53p) + hn(623,8 nm)

24.46eV→ ~198400 cm-1
→ ~50nm

vacuum ultraviolet



Excimer formation:

X* + X + X→ X2
* + X Excimer formation

X* + Y + X(or Y)→ XY* + X(or Y) Excimer formation

Resonant processes 

Excimer lamps are quasimonochromatic light sources operating over a wide range of wavelengths in the ultraviolet (UV) 

and vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral regions. Operation of an excimer lamp is based on the formation of excited dimers 

(excimers), which spontaneously transiting from the excited state to the ground state result in the emission of UV-photons. 

The spectral maximum of excimer lamp radiation is specified by a working excimer molecule (see table below).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monochromatic_light
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultraviolet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_UV#Vacuum_UV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Excimer


Theoretical model of Penning ionization

Two states potential-curve model first proposed by 

Z. Herman and V. Cermak 

Coll. Czech. Chem. Commun. 31, (1966) 649

It is proposed that PI occurs by autoionizing transition between two adiabatic potential 

curves representing the formation of quasi-molecule by the following energy transfer 

scheme:

X* + AB→[ X*AB] → [XAB+ + e-]→ X + AB+ + e-

V*(R)  → V+(R)  

A + M+

A + M+ + e-

A* + M



Formation of quasi-molecule by the following energy transfer

X* + AB→[ X*AB] → [XAB+ + e-]→ X + AB+ + e-

V*(R)  → V+(R)  

INCOMING CHANNEL

OUTGOING CHANNEL

Ionization by a vertical downward transition (within Born-Oppenheimer approximation) 

from the upper, incoming channel, to the lower, outgoing channel.

That is, both the interpacticle separation and instantaneous relative kinetic energy are conserved 

during ionization, I.e. R=R`, EK(R)=E`K(R`) 
EK(R)=E`K(R)



Two potential curve model for Penning ionization 

X* + AB→[ X*AB] → [XAB+ + e-]→ X + AB+ + e-

V*(R)  → V+(R)  



Rozdiel medzi cervenou a zelenou je vlastne energia ktorou bol 

molekularny iont viazany , ta sa musi prekonat

Formation of quasi-molecule by the following energy transfer



Reality



Energetics X* + AB→[ X*AB] → [XAB+ + e-]→ X + AB+ + e-

V*(R)  → V+(R)  

INCOMING CHANNEL

OUTGOING CHANNEL

Ee = V*(R) + Ek(infinity) – V+(R) - Ek’(infinity)

E before = E after

E=V*(R) + Ek(infinity) = V+(R) + Ek’(infinity) + Ee



Polarization of ejected electrons

It was suggested , and it is now generally believed, that in PI the ionized electron 

originates with the metastable projectile irrespective of its spin. 

Simultaneous, two-electron, exchange/ejection mechanism see Fig. 3.
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He*(21S, 23S) + Ar → He + Ar+(2P3/2, 
2P1/2) + e-
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G. Liuti, F. Pirani, F. Vecchiocattivi (2005) to be published 



He*(3S) + Ar → [He-Ar]* → [He-M]+ + e-

He*(3S) Ar







He
Ar+



Ne*(3P2,0) + Ar → [Ne-Ar]* → [Ne-M]+ + e-

Ne*(3P2,0)





Ar+
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Experiment

He*(21S) metastables are removed from the He* beam 

using a quench lamp by the following optically allowed processes:

He*(21S) + hn(2.06mm) → He*(21P) → He(11S) + hn(58.44nm)



Elastic scattering experiments

Relative differential cross sections

The angular distribution data  (points) at various center-of-mass

collision energies obtained in He*(21S) + Ar system. 

Solid curves - relative differential cross sections calculated 

from an optical potential. 

30meV



Elastic scattering – total cross section

~300 K



Inelastic scattering - Contour diagram 

Forward scatering with an energy

6kcal/mol=0.26eV release into translation



ELECTRON  SPECTRUM  



Inelastic scattering experiments



Inelastic scattering experiments



Experiments Stationary afterglow methods

Flowing afterglow methods

Beam methods - beam-gas technique

Under single collision conditions:I = I0exp(-Nlabs)



Crossed beam



Merging beam techniques

Fast rare-gas atoms are produced in resonant charge transfer reactions with identical rare-gas

Fast rare-gas metastables are produced in charge transfer reactions with appropriate alkali metal

Charged particles are produced …. manipulated  and by magnets directed towards axis of the …

by charge transfer to identical rare gas atoms or other atoms beams of neutral particles are formed …

… particles forming two merged beams with nearly identical velocities are interacting …  and detected...



Data          cross section is function of interaction energy

Total ionization cross sections for reactions of various reagents with mixed 

composition  of He* ???? mixed???? E.g.

He* + Ar →products  , TI = 8-11 10-16cm2,

He* + Kr →products  , TI = 2.4 10-16cm2,

He* + O2→products  , TI = 14 10-16cm2,

Total ionization cross section   - without specification of collision energy, …etc

Total ionization cross section for reaction between two excited rare – gas 

atoms.

He* + He*
→products 

TI = 80-150x10-16cm2,

kTI = 150-220x10-11cm3s-1



Total ionization cross sections for reactions of various reagents with He*(21S)

He*(21S) + Ar →products  , TI = 20-26 10-16cm2,

He*(21S) + Kr →products  , TI = 30-40 10-16cm2,

He*(21S) + O2→products  , TI = 30-80 10-16cm2,

Total ionization cross sections for reactions of various reagents with He*(23S)

He*(23S) + Ar →products  , TI = 7-10 10-16cm2,

He*(23S) + Kr →products  , TI = 8-20 10-16cm2,

He*(23S) + O2→products  , TI = 10-20 10-16cm2,

Total quenching cross sections for reactions of various reagents with He*(21S)

He*(23S) + Ar →products  , Q = 5-10 10-16cm2,

Data                    pozor tu chyba energia



Velocity dependence of total ionization cross section

He*(23S)- Ar 



Comparison: He*(23S)- Ar, He*(21S)- Ar



Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES)





Penning ionization electron spectroscopy PIES

PIES began in 1966 with the publishing of a series of papers by VLADIMIR CERMAK on PI and AI. 

Electron spectroscopy: photoionization versus Penning ionization

Photoionization

hn +AB --> AB+ + e-

Energy of ejected electron is: Ee= E(hn) – [IP(AB) + EJ,K(AB+)]

EJ,K(AB+) - rotational and vibrational excitation energies of the product AB+ ions

hn

Photoionization can be viewed 

as the excitation of a ground state molecule, AB(X), 

by a photon, hn, into a virtual state 

that lies within the ionization continuum of the molecule.

Relaxation (autoionization) from this virtual state

then results in the formation, 

in this hypothetical case (Fig. 36), 

of three different bound ionic states of the molecule

with the simultaneous ejection of electrons of energies 

dictated by equation (37).

Rotational structure is not observed here 

owing to the limited resolution 

of the electron spectrometer.



Penning ionization electron spectroscopy PIES

hn +H2O --> ionic products + e-

He I line 58.4 nm

Photoionization















Penning ionization

X* +  AB → X + +AB+ + e-

Should yield very similar electron energy distribution

Ee= E(X*) – [IP(AB) + EJ,K(AB+)] + DE
DE - resultant energy shifts due to the interaction between the reactants and the 

interaction between the products during the collisional energy transfer process



Tables



PIES – DATA atomic reactant
EEDC produced by HeI radiation and by He*(21S) and He*(23S) metastables with Ar. 

Nominal position of the peaks is indicated by arrows. 

Obtained DE= +35meV for both metastables.
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PIES – DATA atomic reactant
EEDC produced by HeI radiation and by He*(21S) and He*(23S) metastables with Ar. 

Nominal position of the peaks is indicated by arrows. 

Obtained DE= +35meV for both metastables.
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Pozor na smer rastu energie

Pozor na smer rastu energie



PIES Molecules

~5eV

14.5eV

N2

N
20.616 eV

19.818 eV

15.6eV

21.217 eV

D



PIES – DATA atomic reactant
EEDC produced by HeI radiation and by He*(21S) and He*(23S) metastables with Ar. 

Nominal position of the peaks is indicated by arrows. 

Obtained DE= +35meV for both metastables.
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PIES – DATA atomic reactant
EEDC produced by HeI radiation and by He*(21S) and He*(23S) metastables with Ar. 

Nominal position of the peaks is indicated by arrows. 

Obtained DE= +35meV for both metastables.



PIES – DATA molecular reactant



Ne*(3P) + H2O → Ne + H2O
+ + e-

He*(3S) + H2O → He + H2O
+ + e- 77.9%

He + OH+ + H + e- 17.9%

HeH+ + OH + e- 0.8%

He + OH + H+ + e- 3.2%

HeO+ + H2 + e- 0.2%



PIES experimental technique



Experiment Ng* + BC→ X + Y+ + e-

Ng … noble gas



Dynamics of the process 

Direct process

Indirect process



Potential energy curves, interpretation 



PI electron – ion coincidence spectroscopy PIEICO



Data  PIEICO

hn

He*



Data  PIEICO
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He*

1.4eV



Pohádka r. 1999



Pohadka - experiment



Results, ….

1976

1999



Results, …. Calculated potentials



He*(23S) + Ar, Kr, Xe cross sections …..absolute values



Singled and triplet



beam crossing volume

Perugia molecular beam 
apparatus for Penning 
ionization studies



Biondini experiment

The basic configuration of the experiment consists of two crossed beams, one of metastable atoms He* 

or Ne* and the other of N2O molecules. The N2O molecules come from a glass microcapillary array 

at room temperature, while the primary beam was produced by an effusive or supersonic source 

coupled with different excitation devices, such as microwave discharge or electron impact

2005



N2O
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N N O
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N N OHe*



He*(21S) + N2O

He*… NNO

NNO … He*
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Biondini results

Photoionization and PIES spectra



PIES of Ne*

Electron spectra s recorded at different collision energies



Rg* + N2O → [Rg…N2O
+] + e-

[Rg…N2O
+] → N2O

+

→ NO+ + N

→ O+ + N2

→ RgN2O
+

Rg = He, Ne
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PIES of Ne*



PIES of He * and Ne*



Velocity dependence of total ionization cross section

H*(23S)- Ar 



Branching ratio 


